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ABSTRACT
The structure and composition of tetrahedral-coordinated amorphous diamondlike carbon films (a-tC) grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) of graphite has been
studied with atomic force microscopy (AFM). The nanometer-scale surface structure
has been studied as a function of growth parameters (e.g., laser energy density and
film thickness) using contact-mode and tapping-mode AFM. Although the surfaces
were found to be generally smooth, they exhibited reproducible structural features on
several size scales which correlate with the variation of laser energy and the effects of
excited ion etching.
Introduction
Due to significant developments in the area of high powered ultra-violet (UV)
excimer lasers, the technique of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has become a very
effective means for depositing high-quality hydrogen-free tetrahedral-coordinated
amorphous diamond-like carbon (a-tC) films. A critical factor for deposition is the
creation of a high flux beam of energetic carbon ions in the fractional keV range. In
this study, we have examined the surfaces of several films grown by PLD at a variety
of laser energy densities. These films are grown by ablation of a graphite target with a
KrF (248 nm) pulsed excimer laser. Films approximately 1400 A thick were grown on
commercial grade Si(100) wafers at three different laser energy densities of 46 J/cm2,
27 J/cm2 and 11J/cm2
Experiment
The PLD process is described e1sewhere.l After a-tC deposition, the samples were
oxygen plasma etched for a period of 360 seconds in order to remove graphitic
carbon.2 This procedure was performed in a Denton Model PE-120 plasma chamber
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with an oxygen pressure of 400 L 20 mTorr and an RF power of 50 W. The set of
samples under study were etched simultaneously to assure identical etching
conditions. After etching, the samples were imaged with a Digital Instruments
Nanoscope I11 atomic force microscope (AFM). When the AFM was operated in the
contact mode, it was found that the SiN3 tips were susceptible to a significant amount
of damage inhibiting the ability to obtain images with acceptable spatial resolution.
This occurs because of rapid tip wear due to the extreme hardness of these surfaces.
In order to avoid this problem, tapping mode (intermittent-contact imaging) was
utilized to improve image quality.
Before etching, the surfaces of the a-tC films were found to be remarkably flat with
height variations on the order of 1 n m over a 500nmx500nm image. For a
comparison of roughness, a surface plot with a 45" pitch has been added to each
figure. Figures 1 , 2 and 3 are AFM images obtained after etching the surfaces of the
samples grown with laser energy densities of 46 J/cm2, 27 J/cm2, and 11J/cm2,
respectively. Nanoscale clusters with sizes and shapes depending on the laser energy
density are clearly seen. The cluster size decreases with increasing laser energy
density in going from a laser energy density of 27 J/cm2 to 46 J/cm2; this trend is less
apparent for samples grown with energy densities increasing from 11J/cm2to
27 J/cm2. Increases in roughness were also apparent as the energy densities were
increased.
Discussion
The formation and transport of the laser-induced plasma are key factors in the
generation of high velocity ions.3 We begin with a brief discussion on how these two
key factors are affected by the laser energy density. From the outset of the graphite
target ablation, an extremely fast free expansion of the plasma allows carbon atoms to
maintain their ionic state. The expansion serves to lower the concentration of carbon
ions and electrons to such a degree so as to inhibit significant rec~mbination.~.~
The
acceleration of the ions or transport of the plasma occurs in two phases.6 The first
phase occurs in a region from the target to a distance approximately equal to the
radius of the focused beam. In this region ions are ejected directly normal to the
surface of the target in a manner similar to electron- or ion-stimulated desorption. At
the boundary between the first and second phases, the laser pulse is absorbed by
inverse bremsstrahlung. The second phase occurs due to the immense heat generated
which causes the plasma to expand spherically about the laser spot center. Near the
boundary between phase the two phases, the velocities of the ions are approximately
equal to the local velocity of sound. At the end of the second phase, the ion velocities
can approach hypersonic speeds. The total energy density not only affects the free
expansion of the initial plasma formation and therefore the charge state of the ionized
carbon present, but also the transport of the plasma and thus the final kinetic energy.
A theory has been developed by Stevefelt and Collins7 in which they considered the
case of carbon ablation with a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser. For a given focused
intensity, Q0 [W/cm2], they showed that the resulting ion energy is equal to:

The dominant ions were predicted to be C3+ and C4+ over a wide range of input
intensities.
For the a-tC film surfaces investigated in this study, a clear relationship exists
between the roughness of the plasma-etched surfaces and the laser energy density
used for ablation of the graphite target. Changes in the sizes and shapes of the
nanoscale clusters are also apparent between 46 J/cm2 and 27 J/cm2 but not as evident
between 27 J/cm2 and 11J/cm2. It has been suggested that oxygen plasma etching
exhibits an accelerated etching rate in areas with dangling bonds.8 It is quite possible
the morphological variations observed in these images are due to the formation of
clusters with dangling bond densities inversely proportional to the laser energy
density. In this regard, samples grown with a high laser energy density exhibit
clusters with a lower density of unpaired electrons. This would also coincide with the
variation in roughness as a function of energy density.
Conclusions
We have shown that, after plasma etching, the films exhibit different cluster sizes
and degrees of surface roughness that depend on the laser energy density of the PLD
process. In particular, the cluster size appears to increase with decreasing laser energy
density while surface roughness decreases with decreasing laser energy. We suspect
these effects occur due to the correlation between the kinetic energy of the depositing
ions and the laser energy density used in the ablation process.
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Figure 1A 500nm X 500 nm AFM image of a sample grown with a laser energy density of
46J/cm2. The above image is a normal "top view" whereas the bottom is a 45 pitch "surface plot".
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Figure 2 A 500nm X 500 nm AFM image of a sample grown with a laser energy density of
27J/crn2. The above image is a normal "top view" whereas the bottom is a 45 pitch "surface plot".
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Figure 3 A 500nm X 500 nm AFM image of a sample grown with a laser energy density of
11J/cm2. The above image is a normal "top view" whereas the bottom is a 45 pitch "surface plot".

Figure 4 A side by side display of AFM images obtained on samples grown with laser energy
densitys of (A) 46 J/cm2 (B) 27 J/cm2 (C) 11J/cm2

